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Abstract. Upon a set of backward orthogonal polynomials, we propose a novel

multi-step numerical scheme for solving the decoupled forward-backward stochastic

differential equations (FBSDEs). Under Lipschtiz conditions on the coefficients of
the FBSDEs, we first get a general error estimate result which implies zero-stability

of the proposed scheme, and then we further prove that the convergence rate of the
scheme can be of high order for Markovian FBSDEs. Some numerical experiments

are presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed multi-step scheme and

to numerically verify the theoretical results.
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1. Introduction

Let (Ω,F ,F, P ) be a complete, filtered probability space with filtration F = (Ft)0≤t≤T

(T > 0 a finite time) satisfying the usual conditions and F0 containing all the P -

null sets of F . On the probability space, a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion

Wt is defined. Let L2 = L2
F (0, T ) be the set of all Ft-adapted and mean-square-

integrable vector/matrix processes. We consider the system of decoupled forward-

backward stochastic differential equations (FBSDEs)

Xt = X0 +

∫ t

0
b(s,Xs)ds +

∫ t

0
σ(s,Xs)dWs, t ∈ [0, T ], (1.1)

Yt = ξ +

∫ T

t

f(s,Xs, Ys, Zs)ds−

∫ T

t

ZsdWs, t ∈ [0, T ], (1.2)
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where (1.1) is a forward stochastic differential equation (SDE) and (1.2) is a backward

stochastic differential equation (BSDE). Assume that the coefficients b: Ω×[0, T ]×R
q →

R
q and σ: Ω× [0, T ]×R

q → R
q×d, the generator f : Ω× [0, T ]×R

q×R
m×R

m×d → R
m,

and the terminal condition ξ is mean-square integrable and FT -measurable. We note

that the integrals with respect to Ws in (1.1) and (1.2) are the Itô-type integrals. A

process (Xt, Yt, Zt) : [0, T ] × Ω → R
q × R

m × R
m×d is called an L2 solution of the

decoupled FBSDEs (1.1) and (1.2) if, in the probability space (Ω,F ,F, P ), it is {Ft}-

adapted, square integrable and satisfies the Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) [25]. In this paper,

we assume that the system of decoupled FBSDEs (1.1) and (1.2) has a unique solution

(Xt, Yt, Zt).

Under some standard conditions on the coefficients b and σ of the SDE (1.1) and

the generator f of the BSDE (1.2), such as Lipschtiz conditions on b, σ and f , Pardoux

and Peng first proved the existence and uniqueness of the solution of nonlinear BSDEs

in [25] in 1990. Since then the theory of BSDEs and FBSDEs has been extensively

studied, and important applications of them have been found in many fields, such as

finance, risk measure, stochastic control, and so on [11, 13, 26–29]. Consequently it

has become very important to solve the FBSDEs analytically or numerically for practical

purposes. On the other hand it is often difficult to obtain analytic solutions of FBSDEs

in explicitly closed form, or it is too complicated to compute the values of the solutions

even we have the closed form of the solutions. Thus numerical methods for solving

FBSDEs are highly desired, especially the methods with high efficiency and accuracy.

There exist quite a few numerical methods for solving BSDEs and FBSDEs. Some of

them are derived from the relationship between the FBSDEs and the corresponding

parabolic PDEs, such as in [9,17,18,21–23,34], and others are obtained directly from

discretizing BSDEs or FBSDEs, such as in [1–3,5–8,10,12,16,19,24,29,32,33,35–40].

Most of these algorithms are Euler-type methods with half order convergence rate [3,4,

8–10,17,18,21,34]. In [12], a method with weak first order convergence was studied.

In [16,32,35–40], some methods with convergence rates up to two were proposed and

studied.

A multi-step scheme was first proposed for solving the BSDEs only (not combined

together with forward SDEs). The high order of the scheme was numerically demon-

strated and was theoretically proved for BSDEs with the generator f independent of

Zt. In [5, 6], the authors introduced high-order multi-step schemes for FBSDEs with

general generators. They got the high-order error estimates for their schemes, in which

the forward SDEs were not discretized.

In this paper, we propose a novel multi-step scheme for solving the decoupled FB-

SDEs (1.1) and (1.2). We first introduce a new set of orthogonal polynomials, which

we call backward orthogonal polynomials and study some of their simple properties.

Based on the theory of numerical integrals and polynomial approximation, we develop

the new multi-step scheme by using the backward orthogonal polynomials and a spe-

cial Gaussian process. Under not strong conditions, such as Lipschitz conditions on the

coefficients b and σ of SDE (1.1) and the generator f of BSDE (1.2), we obtain error

estimate of the proposed multi-step scheme in a very general form, which also implies
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